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      "This welcome addition to the literature on fame goes beyond goes beyond stardom--though Redmond and Holmes cover that topic well--to discuss stardom and celebrity in general." 




  
          A.L. Knight




              


    
      



 


 
      '...an often engaging and often insightful book... Among the best pieces in the 29 chapter collection are those by Australian academics Graeme Turner, whose clear and concise chapter "The Economy of Celebrity" illustrates the industrial imperatives of stardom, and Catherine Lumby, who brings the experience of contemporary teen girl fandom to life in "Doing It For Themselves? Teenage Girls, Sexuality and Fame".



  
              


    
      



 


 
      Absolutely wonderful.  The inclusion of seminal works and more recent works makes this a very valuable read.  I will make this essential reading for my MA students.  A highly relevant book especially in light of the recent focus on celebrities and stardom.




  
          Professor Beschara Karam




              


    
      



 


 
      Using for new course on Acting & Stardom on Film & TV - key resource




  
          Dr Russ Hunter




              


    
      



 


 
      Great range and breadth of coverage - engaging and accessible.




  
          Mr Philip Dixon




              


    
      



 


 
      This acts as a concise introduction to the study of both contemporary and historical stardom and celebrity. Collecting together in one source companion an easily accessible range of readings surrounding stardom and celebrity culture, this book is a worthwhile addition to any library.




  
          Dr Kerry Gough




              


    
      



 


 
      Braod ranging and appropriate for Level 2 on this module




  
          Dr Sarita Malik
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The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.
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